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Composition

  Definition of the collective environMent of coMposition: iMprovisation as a tool for 
experiMentation and generation of sound and visual Materials.

  sound Materials: instruMental resources, electroacoustic treatMents and “spaces of 
interaction”

  Visual Materials: contents created in deferred tiMe, live caMera and various forMs of 
iMage-sound relationship;

   Transitions between different configurations: continuous processes, breaks and “curves” 
of teMporal evolution.



Visual materials

  Deferred time: fragmentation, repetition and overlapping layers (control of the 
levels of transparency, time delay and distortion of the image)

   real time: granulation, mixing and temporal filters

 
   inclusion of the image of the performer “on stage”, along with the visual content.



   iMprovisation is the basic behaviour for the saxophonist 
and also for the perforMers who operate the sound and 
visual processing. global definition x local freedoM 

  iMprovisation Makes possible an enhancing of Mutual 
influences aMong perforMers and between instruMental, 
electroacoustic and audio-visual discourses.

improVisation



  EpheMeral work: dependent on the action of a specific group of artists: iMpossibility 
of reproduction;

  Work as a network of interactions (between the perforMers, between instruMental 
and electroacoustic procedures; between the visual and sonorous diMensions): 
iMpossibility of representation in a single MediuM.
 
  TiMe and space specific, the work is “produced” at each tiMe: idea of a Machine 
designed for artistic creation.

  EMphasis on sound iMMersion, thanks to an intensified kind of listening, interaction 
and playfulness.

Composition and improVisation: 
hybrid enVironment 



GraphiCal and sChematiC representation of the 
beGinninG of the performanCe 

Each section of Miroirs i can be considered as a space for interaction, dynaMic 
and coMplex. the global features are defined as an open and Malleable forM 
and each perforMance has a different result due to local and specific actions 
of the perforMers.



1) sound iMMersion; 

2) syntactic consistency and flow 
perforMance;
 
3) action of the perforMers.

reflect on this probleMatic field of hybrid environMent of artistic creation 
and perforMance froM three Main aspects: 

objeCtiVes



sound immersion

      in free iMprovisation, sounds (and not “notes”) 
are produced in real tiMe. sound paradigM versus 
note paradigM.   
 
 strategies: intensified and Microphonic 
listening, interaction, eMpiricisM and extended 
instruMental techniques;

«In recent years, electronIcs resources allow us 
a mIcrophonIc hearIng of sound. the InterIor of 
sound that was hIdden and obscured by centurIes 
of essentIally macrophonIques musIcal practIces 
Is fInally delIvered to our amazement» (grisey, 
apud barrière, 1991, p. 352).  



  The various electroacoustic sound treatMents are chosen and crafted 
froM Morphological characteristics of instruMental Materials (convergence). 
e.g. noise of keys and staccatos - rhythMic Multiplication: granulation based 
on delay lines. Multiphonics - intensification of distortion: pitch shifters. 
the syntactic consistence is not based in any traditional or pre-established 
Musical systeM or forM.  

  ‘Polyphonic’ sound-iMage relationship: not illustrative, including 
divergent points of teMporalities and occasional synchronicity.

 search by instability and provisional balance;

 EMphasis on real-tiMe: acceptance of inaccuracy, of the unexpected, 
affirMation and valorisation of the potency of error and risk.

syntaCtiC ConsistenCy of the flux of performanCe



  For the saxophonist, the instruMent functions as an 
extension of his body (instruMental gesture and physicality).

  Manipulations in real tiMe of the audio-visual treatMents  
always in relation to the iMMediate perception of the flow 
of the perforMance - allow building dynaMic spaces of 
interaction;

  in perforMances conceived as a kind of gaMe, rehearsals 
aiMs to iMprove the interaction between the “players” (playful 
aspect);

  in this process there is a risk of crystallization of forMulas 
or procedures. but also, it can happen a continuous 
incorporation of new ideas.

aCtion of the performers



ConClusion

Finally, eMerges the idea of artistic creation, shaped as 
a pathway, full of irreversibilities. although this pathway 
can be set globally, it sets up occasionally erratically, 
in the Manner of a processual Mobile, where traditional 
Musical paraMeters (notes, Melodies, harMonies, forM 
etc.) give rise to others such as energy, gesture and 
direction.


